AssignorPro™ – The Referee Assignment System
Product Brief
The AssignorPro™ Referee Assignment System is a Microsoft™ Windows based software application that
will provide the Referee Assignor with the tools and controls to effectively manage match assignments in
a timely and accurate manner. The system is easy to install and maintain from the AssignorPro.com website.
The PC based system is an advantage over web-based assignment systems in that you always have access to
your assignments for easy, fast maintenance. The system is presently configured to manage the assignment
of officials to soccer matches. AssignorPro™ was developed from the successful Tournament Administrative
System in use by the regional and national youth championships for over fourteen years.
Data management is provided through related data tables
that minimizes the re-entry of repeated information. Data
maintenance on officials is done through an easy to use data
entry form that separates data into subject matters through
tabbed pages. This data is then used throughout the AssignorPro
system.
Scheduling, site locations, leagues, tournaments and school
information are entered and maintained through similar data
entry forms. This data may also be imported through standard or
custom format XLS, DBF or Delimited files. Assignment data may
also be exported to AssessorPro to speed up the setup of
assessment data on that system.
Game assignments are managed through a single data form that brings together all of the assignment
related information such as Officials, Games Schedule,
and locations.
Controls are in place to prevent
assignment of officials who already have assignments
at the same time.
Officials who have indicated
unavailability for specific time periods during a day or
over a period of days will not be available for
assignment. Additionally, warnings and reports are
presented to inform the Assignor when officials may
have previously officiated these teams, when
assignments are geographically problematic or when
there may be conflicts of interest due to affiliation with
competing teams. Previous assignments as well as
Official’s ratings and recommended age level
limitations are displayed during the assignment
process to allow the Assignor to make informed
assignment decisions.
A Web based option is available to post assignments, manage acceptance of assignments, collect
Referee availability, game schedules, unassigned games available for assignment, news and special rules
and regulations. See www.AssignorPro.com/ASPDemo for web examples.
Reporting and Official Assignment Notification through printed letters, email and 4 X 5 cards are
produced on demand.
Additionally, worksheets can be created to assist the assignor with the
assignment process. Reports can be produced to document assignments made for the use of leagues,
schools or tournaments for Assignor reimbursement. Complete Backup and Restore functions. Most reports
may be output to Adobe Acrobat formatted files and emailed to other parties directly from the application.
On demand, context sensitive help is available for each module of the system. A 60 minute interactive
tutorial is provided to reduce the learning time. A Demo/10-Day-Trial version is available.
System Requirements: Microsoft™ Windows Operating System, 512MB RAM, 30MB disk space available
for the application and data storage, CD-ROM drive, Internet connection for Email of assignments and
reports, a laser or inkjet printer. AssignorPro™ is licensed to only one PC.
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